
 

 

 

 

EMBEDDED EARRINGS 

 

“An Arabian Beauty”, oil on canvas, Léon François Comerre, (1860-1916). 

 



On the 118th night, Shahrazad continued.... 

 

...I then left cheerfully and went to the garden, where I went up to the room and sat down, 

feeling sated and staying wakeful for the first quarter of the night. I sat there for what 

seemed like a year, but I stayed awake until three quarters of it had gone and the cocks 

had crowed. This prolonged wakefulness made me very hungry, so I got up and went to 

the table, where I ate my fill. My head felt heavy and I was about to fall asleep when I 

saw a light approaching from a distance. I got up, washed my hands and my mouth and 

roused myself. It was not long before the lady came, surrounded by ten slave girls, like a 

Moon amoung the stars. She was wearing a dress of gold satin, embroidered with red 

gold. She was as the poet has described: 

 

She comes walking proudly to her lovers dressed in gold, 

With buttons undone and her hair unloosed. 

“What is your name?" I asked her and she said: 

“I am she who has burned lovers' hearts on coals of fire”. 

I complained to her of love's hardships I endured; 

She said: "In your ignorance you complain to rock!” 

“Although your heart be rock,” I said, 

“Yet God has brought pure water out of rock”. 

 

When she saw me, she laughed and said: “How is it that you are awake and have not 

been overcome by sleep? Since you have been wakeful all night, I realize you are a lover, 

for its a characteristic of lovers that they pass sleepless nights, enduring the pains of 

longing”. She then went up to her slave girls and gestured to them, after which they left 

her. She came to me, clasped me to her breast and kissed me. I kissed her and, when she 

sucked my upper lip, I kissed her lower lip. I stretched out my hand to her waist and 

squeezed it and we both came to the ground at the same time. She loosed her harem 

pants, which slipped down to her anklets. We started our love play, with embraces, 

coquetry, soft words, bites, twining of legs, and a circumambulation of the House and its 

corners. This went on until her joints relaxed and she fainted away, losing her senses. 

That night was a delight to the heart and joy to the eye, as the poet has said: 

 

For me the pleasantest of all nights was the one 

In which I did not let the wine cup slacken in its work, 

I kept my eyelids from their sleep 

And joined her earring to her anklet. 

 

We slept together until morning. I then went to leave, but she held me back and said: 

“Stay, so that I can tell you something.... ” 

 

Night 118 in “The Arabian Nights”,  (or “Tales of the Thousand and One Nights”)  

c. Ninth - Tenth Century A.D 

  

Problems with earrings are regularly encountered in the ED. Fortunately these in 

modern times are relatively easy to deal with, in the form of metal allergy, infection or 

embedding. This was not always so...in the far distant days of the Arabian Nights a 

devilish tricky situation was not infrequently encountered - the disengagement of earrings 

from anklets!     



EMBEDDED EARRINGS 

 

Earrings  are one of the oldest known forms of body adornment, with artistic and written 

references from many diverse cultures around the world. They remained popular to 

Elizabethan times even in men, but then this popularity amoung males declined in the 

centuries following this period, only to experience a resurgent Renaissance in male 

fashion in the early Twenty First century.  

 

Introduction 

 

Embedded stud earring backs are a common problem.  

 

Often they can be prized free, but on occasions manual removal proves impossible and 

patients will then present to the ED. 

 

Removal may then require local anaesthesia into the ear lobe, and removal via a small 

incision.   

 

 

 



History 

 

Ear piercing is one of the oldest known forms of body adornment, with artistic and 

written references from many diverse cultures around the world. 

 

Biblical evidence for the wearing of earrings is seen in the ancient text of Exodus. When 

Moses went up Mount Sinai to receive the Ten Commandments he left the Israelites for 

forty days and forty nights. The Israelites feared that he would not return and demanded 

that Aaron make them a god to go before them. Aaron constructed a golden calf from the 

earrings of the wives, sons and daughters, (though none from men it seems): “Strip off 

the gold rings in the ears of your wives and your sons and daughters, and bring them to 

me”, he commanded (Exodus 32: 2-3). 

 

Howard Carter recorded that Tutankhamen’s earlobes were perforated. Early 

archeological evidence exists for the wearing of earrings by men, in the form of ancient 

carvings from Persepolis in Persia, which shows some of the soldiers wearing them.    

 

Earrings became fashionable among courtiers including gentlemen in Elizabethan 

England. The Chandos portrait is the most famous of the portraits that may depict 

William Shakespeare and was painted around 1600 to 1610. It clearly shows the great 

poet wearing an earring in his left ear.  During this Age earrings were worn not only by 

eminent poets, but also by the rough sort of superstitious mariners. It was a symbol 

amoung them that they had crossed the equator, but it also served a second purpose - to 

pay for a proper Christian burial should they meet their death in a far off land or on the 

high seas.  The practice seems however to have been based on far more ancient traditions 

that predate Christianity. In ancient Greece gold was used to paid the ferryman, Charon, 

to provide passage across the river Styx into Hades. 

 

Stud Earring Types 

 

 

 

Diamond stud earrings, left showing a friction back, and right, showing a screw-in back. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Left: Nine types of ear piercing placements.   Right: Stud earring, showing a traditional 

backing.  

 

Stud earrings  

 

The main characteristic of stud earrings is the appearance of floating on the ear or 

earlobe without a visible (from the front) point of connection.  

 

Studs are constructed on the end of a post, which penetrates straight through the ear.  

 

The post is held in place by a removable friction backing (or clasp).  

 

Occasionally, the stud earring is constructed so that the post is threaded, allowing a screw 

back to securely hold the earring in place.  

 

This is useful in preventing the loss of valuable earrings containing precious stones, or 

metals. 

 

Pathology 

 

Predisposing factors 

 



These include: 

 

● Young children 

 

● Infection 

 

● Excessively tightened backing 

 

Complications 

 

These may include: 

 

1. Secondary bacterial infection 

 

2. Scarring 

 

Clinical assessment 

 

Assess the ear lobe for evidence of any infection/ cellulitis. 

 

Assess for the degree of skin overgrowth and impaction of the backing. 

 

Investigations 

 

None are usually required in this situation 

 

Management 

 

Prevention: 

 

● Sterile technique is essential for piercing 

 

● Avoid excessively tight application of the backing. Ensure there is some “give” 

 that allows the earring to push back and forth through the ear and turn easily. 

 

● Remove earrings at the first sign of swelling/ infection  

 

● It should also be kept in mind that earrings can be made that are physically 

 impossible to tighten up against the skin and so reduce the possibility of 

 embedding. 

 

Manual removal: 

 

A small amount of local anaesthetic (without adrenaline) may assist in manual removal of 

the embedded clasp.   

 

Forceps may be required to fix the earring while the backing is unscrewed 

 

A hair pin can be used to fix the backing base when it has the double ring design. 



 

Surgical removal: 

 

Embedded earrings that cannot be removed will need surgical incision to assist removal. 

 

Adults can have this done following the administration of local anaesthetic into the ear 

lobe. 

 

In children, this procedure will usually need to be done under ketamine anaesthesia  

 

Procedure:  

 

1. Sterilize the area with betadine (or similar) 

 

2. Inject the ear lode with lignocaine, (without adrenaline). 

 

3. Use scalpel blade to create an circulate shaped incision through the skin overlying 

 the embedded earring. 

 

4. Use an arterial clamp to steady the earring. 

 

 Then use toothed forceps to pull the embedded earring out 

 

Aftercare: 

 

5. Oral antibiotics and /or antibiotic ointment several times a day may be required 

 for infected cases. 

 

6. Allow at least several months for healing to occur before re-piercing the lobe. 

 

 



 

The famous “Chandos Portrait” of William Shakespeare c.1600-10 - Attributed to John 

Taylor. A gold hoop earring is clearly visible in the great poet’s left ear.  

National Portrait Gallery, London.  
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